
House 6 Bedrooms in Marbella

Bedrooms 6 Bathrooms 7.5 Built 530m2 Terrace 80m2

R4793872 Detached Villa 7.300.000€

Luxury Villa San Antoine in Sierra Blanca, Marbella: Unparalleled Coastal Living

Introduction

Nestled in the exclusive enclave of Sierra Blanca, Marbella, this exquisite 6-bedroom luxury villa 
offers a rare opportunity to experience the pinnacle of coastal living. Meticulously renovated to 
the highest standards, this property seamlessly blends timeless elegance with modern 
sophistication, creating a haven of unparalleled comfort and style.

Location and Surroundings

Situated in the prestigious Sierra Blanca neighborhood, this villa enjoys a prime location 
overlooking the sparkling waters of the Mediterranean Sea. The area is renowned for its natural 
beauty, with lush, verdant landscapes and breathtaking vistas that have made Marbella a sought-
after destination for discerning buyers and investors. Surrounded by a lush, meticulously 
landscaped garden, the villa offers a private oasis of tranquility, while still being conveniently 
close to the vibrant heart of Marbella, with its world-class amenities, upscale shopping, and 
renowned dining experiences.

Architectural Excellence

The villa's architectural design is a masterful blend of contemporary and traditional elements, 
creating a harmonious and visually striking structure. Clean lines, large windows, and an 
abundance of natural light contribute to an overall sense of openness and airiness throughout the 
property. The use of high-quality materials, such as natural stone and hardwood, lends an air of 



timeless sophistication, while the careful attention to detail and craftsmanship is evident in every 
aspect of the home.

Luxurious Interiors

Step inside the villa and be captivated by the stunning interiors, which have been meticulously 
designed to offer the utmost in comfort and refinement. The open-concept living areas feature a 
seamless flow between the living room, dining room, and gourmet kitchen, creating a true heart 
of the home. Elegant furnishings, plush fabrics, and carefully curated artwork contribute to an 
atmosphere of understated luxury, while the large windows and sliding glass doors provide 
breathtaking views of the surrounding landscape and the shimmering sea beyond.

Bedrooms and Bathrooms

The villa boasts six spacious and beautifully appointed bedrooms, each offering a private 
sanctuary of relaxation and rejuvenation. The master iu7uuloui nllaierioithuulgenerticulously 
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